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with Bet Diening-
Weatherston
October 2nd - 4th, 2015
Friday October 2nd

5:00pm-10pm 
Saturday October 3rd

8:30am-7:00pm
Sunday October 4th

8:30am-7:00pm

1419 Columbia Road, NW.
Washington, DC, 20009

Price: $545.00 Reg

Early Bird price: $495.00
(when booked by 
August 30th)

Meals, Accommodation
and Travel costs not
included.

Non-residential: 
3 day seminar

For:  Journey Grads

A 3 day weekend filled with powerful, dynamic process work that will
open your heart, transforming your ability to communicate consciously,
elegantly, effortlessly from your deepest self, facilitating profound healing
and transformation on yourself and others. Jam-packed with inspiring
skills.
At this fascinating, powerful and transformational 3 day
weekend you’ll:
•   Discover the huge impact our verbal and non-verbal communication has on each other’s
wellbeing and learn how to communicate more elegantly and effectively.

•   Experience the profound effect communication has on your own emotions, your behaviour and
your body’s ability to heal.

•   Learn how to open your heart deeply and get into conscious rapport with others using language
patterns that free and heal.

•   Experience opening your whole being into the vast array of life’s emotions: from the heights of
exuberance to the very depths of stillness. 

•   Learn a myriad of valuable transformative tools, including working with phobias, pain
management, dealing with conflicting beliefs, modifying unhealthy behaviour, liberating and
transforming unhealthy vows.

•   Learn to work from absolute Truth in an atmosphere of grace with the language of
empowerment.

•   Leave with a host of valuable skills you can use in your personal and professional life, and with
the knowledge that you have the ability to work consciously, effectively and gracefully with
anyone in your life. 

Healing with Conscious Communication is a powerfully dynamic seminar which has been co-
designed with Brandon by Managing Director of Journey International and Brandon's partner Kevin
Billett, both of whom share a deep passion for healing and awakening. The elegant and empowering
communication skills you learn at the weekend are a natural part of their daily life. 

At this weekend you’ll discover the immense effect our verbal and non-verbal communication has
on our physiology, behaviour and emotions, and you’ll learn how to influence others’ wellbeing,
healthily and wholesomely. You’ll experience directly, personally, a vast variety of healing therapies
and process work and learn how to apply and use these powerful skills gracefully and
transformatively in your life. You’ll leave feeling alive, inspired and ready to facilitate deep
transformation with clients, loved ones and family. 

What people say about Healing with Conscious Communication:
“After studying NLP about 10 years ago I must admit that at first I was a bit sceptical about how much I would really get out of this
workshop. I was proven wrong as this light-hearted and often humorous seminar gave life to these normally dry techniques, and took
us right into Source itself. I actually had a twinge of disappointment when the weekend came to a close.

I really recommend this workshop to anyone who has ever questioned why they, or their life, is the way it is. It’s simple, it’s profound
and these simple steps have truly been instrumental in changing my outlook and inspired me to stretch myself to the limits and
beyond.”  Lynda

Healing with Conscious
Communication

INFO & BOOKING: 1.604.741.7056
www.wouldyoubewilling.com


